NAIFA Messaging Initiative: “It Pays to Be a Member”
http://www.naifa.org/leaders/

ABOUT THE NAIFA MESSAGING INITIATIVE
What is the goal of the NAIFA initiative?
The goal of the initiative is to re-message NAIFA by delivering a steady stream of targeted
messaging in a coordinated and unified way to NAIFA members and prospects. The messages
will reinforce the NAIFA value proposition under the banner “It Pays to Be a Member” and will
provide concrete examples of NAIFA ROI that ultimately will influence opinion of NAIFA and
affect behavior towards the value of membership.
What is involved in this initiative?
The NAIFA re-messaging initiative involves reaching members and prospects through
placement of NAIFA value messages in the form of 1) paid advertisements (or paid media) and
2) the distribution of value messages utilizing the communications channels owned by the state
and local executives (free media).
Describe the “paid media” component
For the paid media component, NAIFA will place print and digital advertisements in industry
trade sources that reach NAIFA members. These ad buys will serve to raise the visibility and
awareness of the NAIFA brand, and will run over the course of several months (duration of the
paid component will be determined based on available budget).
Describe the “free media” component
As a way to extend the initiative’s effectiveness beyond the paid media component, this initiative
must involve the distribution of campaign messages through member communications channels
owned by the NAIFA state and local executives. For example, NAIFA National is asking state
and local leaders to post the creative elements on their Web site and include the elements in
their print or e-newsletters, emails and on social media platforms such as Facebook or LinkedIn
pages. The coordinated distribution of content is called “content marketing,” a primary element
to the free media component of this campaign.

Define content marketing
In NAIFA’s case, content marketing is the art of distributing a steady stream of relevant and
valuable information to member prospects under the banner, “It Pays to be a Member” (here’s
how and here’s why). The essence of this coordinated content strategy is the belief that if all
NAIFA leaders deliver unified and consistent messaging to members about how NAIFA will help
them grow and protect their business, then members ultimately will reward us with their loyalty.
We want our members to look forward to receiving our marketing messages in ways that are not
perceived as “spam” – but rather, are perceived as useful information that is relevant to their
business.
What is coordinated content marketing?
As noted, “content marketing” is a key element to the free media component of this initiative.
NAIFA’s structure as a federation -- with hundreds of state and local offices across the country –
provides a wealth of communications channels and opportunities to deliver consistent
messaging to members and prospects every day. In order for the marketing to be effective,
NAIFA National is asking leaders to use content posted on the AT blogs (such as testimonials)
and utilize the creative components of the initiative (such as the “It Pays to Be a Member” logo).
A coordinated, NAIFA-wide message has greater ability to resonate loud and clear with the
receiver.
For example, in any given week, a member might receive three or four different pieces of
information from NAIFA’s membership department, Government Relations or their state or local.
In each of these communications, a consistent value message should be included (such as “It
Pays to be a Member”). It could be as simple as a link in an email signature like below.

Consistent utilization of these messages will increase NAIFA’s ability to amplify the message
and tell the same story across all communications channels.

TACTICS – PAID MEDIA COMPONENT
Give me an example of how content marketing will support the Paid Media Component
For the paid media component of this campaign, NAIFA National will place a print ad in a
publication such as National Underwriter or Insurance News.Net. NAIFA also will place a digital
ad on that publication’s web site. The digital ads will link directly to a NAIFA micro site that will
contain campaign value messages for members and prospects. It is our hope that placement of
these paid digital ads will generate maximum user clicks to this NAIFA site so we can capture
information from prospects and continue to target them with influential messaging.
What are we asking of NAIFA leaders?
We ask the NAIFA executives to support the paid media component by placing the same digital
ads on their web sites, in emails, e-newsletters and print pieces, with a link to the NAIFA micro
site
Digital ads

Print ads: We also ask NAIFA executives to place the print ad in your publication, flyer, or direct
mail piece as a way to support our goal to brand NAIFA as the key to make more money, and to
raise awareness and familiarity with the NAIFA brand.
TACTICS – FREE MEDIA COMPONENT
Give me an example of coordinated content marketing effort using “free media.”
For the purpose of this campaign, we define “free media” as the communications channels
owned by NAIFA state and local executives, such as your emails to members, print or enewsletters, web sites and social media platforms like LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook.
As part of the coordinated content strategy, messages that affirm the NAIFA value proposition
will be posted on the Advisor Today blog. The AT blog includes stories and testimonials on why
members make more money, how NAIFA helps them grown their business and how NAIFA
protects their business.

What are we asking of NAIFA leaders?
We need NAIFA leaders to help us tell a unified story by inserting value messages from the AT
Blog into their membership communications on a weekly basis. For example, simply include a
link to a blog post at the end of your communications. Such as this:

Need help with referrals? Read the latest post on the AT Blog, and see how NAIFA
Helps you Grow Your Business.
.
What else can NAIFA leaders do?
NAIFA leaders also can promote the AT blog on their web site and within their membership
communications channels. Here’s how:
1) Post the AT blog icon that links to the AT blog from your web site and within your emails and
e-newsletters. This will raise visibility of the blog and encourage members to access it on a
regular basis.
AT blog icon

3) Engage and contribute to the AT blog. Submit your own post to the AT editors, or produce
your own podcast or video for the blog. Encourage your members to submit content about why it
pays to be a member; ask them to share a success story about how NAIFA helped them grow
or protect their business. Create a dialogue.
How can NAIFA staff and other leaders help distribute value messages to members?
Whether NAIFA staff and leaders are reaching out to a NAIFA committee, task force or other
member audience, we will ask the sender to include in their communications a link to the AT
blog or to the specific “It Pays to Be a Member” feature on the blog.
CAMPAIGN TACTICS – SOCIAL MEDIA COMPONENT
How will the use of Social Media support the NAIFA messaging initiative?
NAIFA National’s Facebook features posts, links and comments about NAIFA member ROI.
NAIFA execs will be asked to “Like” the page, post content from the page on their own
Facebook Wall and promote the Facebook address in their communications
http://www.facebook.com/NAIFANational . When linking to the NAIFA Facebook page, add your
own comments about the content to personalize it for your particular audience.

If you have LinkedIn and Twitter accounts, regularly cross-promote links from all three sources
to increase interaction.
I don’t engage in social media – where can I start?
There are more resources on the Academy page on how to participate in the initiative:
Social Media for State and Local Executives (includes examples and practical
suggestions on Social Media for associations.)
Social Media Strategy
LinkedIn Primer
Suggestions on utilizing content from the NAIFA blog to distribute NAIFA value
messages

